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As this edition of Eagle Educator was being 
prepared, the College of Education was undergoing 
historic changes as the University System of 
Georgia Board of Regents voted to approve 
Georgia Southern University’s consolidation with 
Armstrong State University in Savannah and the 
Liberty Campus in Hinesville, Georgia. The new 
Georgia Southern University’s College of Education 
will offer expanded opportunities for our students 
in Savannah, Statesboro and Hinesville, and 
provide stronger programs and outreach efforts for the southeast region of 
our state. With these historic changes, the College of Education will continue 
to emphasize innovations in teaching and learning along with advances in 
scholarship and service as features central to our mission. 
In the past year, three College programs piloted year-long student teaching 
experiences, enabling students to better understand the nuances of the school 
environment, and the EAGLE Academy opened to provide an inclusive 
postsecondary education opportunity for college age students with mild 
intellectual and developmental disabilities. In addition, “Tech Tuesday” was 
initiated, providing a series of short video tutorials on often used websites and 
software. These innovations in teaching and learning are just a sampling of 
the ongoing efforts of College of Education faculty and staff that involve our 
students, prominently feature partnerships with schools, and highlight the 
utility of technology to our work. 
Faculty scholarship and service remain points of pride for the College. 
The focus of the scholarship in which the faculty engages continues to 
expand, as exemplified by work in the areas of evolution education and social 
justice education, uses of technological skills to enhance digital literacy, and 
mindfulness-based tactical instruction for police officers. Service efforts 
include EdCamp, National Youth-At-Risk conferences, and the Edumakers 
unconference along with many other learning opportunities for K-12 educators 
and their students supported by the College’s Innovation Studio and Institute 
for Interdisciplinary STEM Education (i2STEMe). 
This year has also seen members of the faculty recognized by the College and 
the University communities for excellence in scholarship, service and teaching, 
and College alumni coming together to celebrate both educational and career 
accomplishments. 
Philanthropy of significance was also witnessed this year, with gifts that 
supported EAGLE Academy, lessened the financial burden of some of our 
students, and recognized the achievements of alumni teaching in local schools. 
Overarching activities this year has been the consolidation of Georgia 
Southern University with Armstrong State University. The faculty and staff 
of both colleges of education have worked diligently to ensure the successful 
consolidation of programs and all other College functions. We are now one 
Georgia Southern University College of Education. I am excited about our new 
College and invite you to contact me and my colleagues to learn more about 
our ongoing work and plans for the future. 
Please enjoy this issue of the Eagle Educator.
Sincerely,
W E L C O M E
Thomas R. Koballa Jr., Ph.D.
Dean
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C O N S O L I D AT I O N 
What are some of the 
visible changes we 
can expect to see during 
the implementation of 
consolidation in 2018?
The College of Education will 
now house four academic 
departments. These departments 
will include: Department of Curriculum, 
Foundations and Reading; Department 
of Leadership, Human Development 
and Technology; and two new 
departments—the Department of 
Elementary and Special Education 
as well as the Department of Middle 
Grades and Secondary Education. The 
two new departments were formerly 
one large department (Department of 
Teaching and Learning) that was divided 
into two smaller, specialized teacher-
preparation departments. 
Chairs of our COE academic 
departments will be as follows: Amee 
Adkins, Ph.D., Department of Middle 
Grades and Secondary Education; 
John Hobe, Ed.D., Department of 
Elementary and Special Education; 
Kent Rittschof, Ph.D., Department of 
Curriculum, Foundations and Reading; 
and Beth Durodoye, Ed.D., Department 
of Leadership, Technology and Human 
Development.
Bruce Field, Ph.D., will remain 
acting chair of the former Department 
of Teaching and Learning until his 
retirement effective July 1, 2018.
Adkins and Hobe will be headquartered 
on the Armstrong Campus in Savannah, 
and Rittschof and Durodoye will be 
headquartered on the Statesboro Campus.
Additionally, the College of Education 
leadership will now include three 
associate deans. Tracy Linderholm, Ph.D., 
associate dean for graduate education 
and research, as well as Deborah Thomas, 
Ph.D., associate dean for initial educator 
preparation and assessment, will remain 
on staff for the new Georgia Southern 
University. Joining the team will be 
Cynthia Bolton, Ph.D., who will serve 
as the associate dean for educational 
outreach, partnership and diversity. 
Bolton and Thomas will be 
headquartered on the Armstrong 
Campus in Savannah, and Linderholm 
will be on the Statesboro Campus and 
acting as the COE lead for the campus 
in the absence of the Dean regarding 
matters of immediate importance.
What will consolidation 
mean for programs and 
curriculum?
The College of Education will 
be expanding its offerings by 
combining programs offered 
by both former institutions. The 
undergraduate teacher-preparation 
programs will include five degree 
program options including elementary 
education, special education, 
middle grades education, secondary 
education, and health and physical 
education. Graduate degrees will 
now include over 35 degree options 
including master’s, specialist’s 
and doctoral degrees as well as 
endorsement and graduate certificate 
options. For more information about 
our degree programs, visit our website 
at www.GeorgiaSouthern.edu/coe.
Programs that are currently offered 
on each campus, respectively, will 
continue to be offered. Over time, 
program offerings will be re-evaluated 
and, if appropriate, changes will be 
made to best meet the needs of the 
student populations on the Armstrong, 
Liberty and Statesboro campuses.
Changes in the 
College of Education
On Jan. 11, 2017, the University System of 
Georgia Board of Regents voted to consolidate 
Armstrong State University and Georgia 
Southern University. The consolidated 
university has been named Georgia Southern 
University and is being led by President Jaimie 
L. Hebert, Ph.D.
On Dec. 5. 2017, the Southern Association 
of Colleges and Schools Commission on 
Colleges (SACSCOC) gave its approval to 
the consolidation plans of Georgia Southern 
University and Armstrong State University.
The College of Education will continue to be 
led by Dean Thomas R. Koballa, Jr., Ph.D.
For continued information about consolidation, 
visit Consolidation.GeorgiaSouthern.edu 
or coe.GeorgiaSouthern.edu/Consolidation.
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Bruce Field, Ph.D., joined the faculty of 
the College of Education (COE) in 2014 
as chair of the Department of Teaching 
and Learning. Field arrived at Georgia 
Southern University with a wealth of 
experience both in the classroom and in 
preparing future educators. Immediately 
before arriving in Statesboro, he spent 
over a decade with the University of South 
Carolina’s College of Education as the 
executive director of school-university 
partnerships and clinical experiences.
 “While I greatly enjoyed my work 
in South Carolina,” Field said, “I was 
looking for a smaller, more community-
oriented environment where I could 
hopefully have an impact in this stage 
of my professional career. Both Georgia 
Southern and Statesboro have met that 
criteria in spades.”
 Throughout his career, Field 
has dedicated time as well as given 
philanthropically to the field of education 
and has been especially generous with the 
University’s College of Education. Giving 
to support the College during the annual 
“A Day for Southern” giving campaign, 
Field is also a passionate supporter of 
specific projects within the COE. He 
has seen firsthand how contributions to 
the College of Education are essential 
in continuing to produce outstanding 
educators for the workforce. 
“Where I am today is the result of 
multiple educators, from elementary 
school through college, who cared 
about me as a person and who bent over 
backwards to get me where I wanted 
to be,” he said. “And I owe it to those 
individuals who provided that much 
appreciated support to do for others what 
they did for me. So I’ve made a point 
throughout my career of giving whatever 
I can, in both time and money, to help 
others achieve their dreams.”   
 Even though Field is not an alumnus 
of Georgia Southern, he recognizes 
the value of supporting the field of 
education and the impact his support 
can make not just for the College’s 
majors but for the students they will 
teach in their careers. His support helps 
to secure and strengthen the excellence 
of the College of Education’s preparation 
of future Eagle Educators.
 “I’ve been blessed to have had 
both great teachers and great students 
throughout my career,” Field said, “and 
I consider it a privilege to have kept in 
contact with so many of them over the 
years. My colleagues in Statesboro are 
among the most committed and hardest 
working educators I have ever met and 
indeed mirror the ‘I will bend over 
backwards to help you get where you want 
to be’ mentality that I was fortunate to 
encounter as a student so many years ago.”
“I have watched them go the proverbial 
extra mile to mentor and guide aspiring 
professionals,” he added, “and have seen 
in area schools the productive fruits of 
their labors. Georgia Southern truly does 
prepare excellent educators, and so I 
encourage anyone who cares about the 
education of children to join the ranks of 
those committed to paying it forward.”
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/givetoCOE
Join Bruce Field ...
Your gifts 
strengthen 
education now 
and for the 
future
At the COE we deeply appreciate 
the support received from alumni 
and friends like you. Whether 
through endowed, annual or 
planned giving, every gift makes a 
difference and helps us continue our 
leadership role in preparing those 
who will teach, lead and serve future 
generations. 
If you are considering making a 
gift, you can designate your dollars 
to support a program or department 
that is meaningful to you, or you can 
give to the college’s general fund, 
which allows us to put the money 
where it is needed most.
Your support helps
PROMOTE ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE through department 
endowments, online learning, 
supporting partnerships, simulation 
technology, endowed professorships 
and chairs and endowed deanship.
ENHANCE STUDENT SUCCESS 
by providing student scholarships, 
graduate teaching assistantships, 
travel scholarships for student 
research presentations at conferences 
and travel scholarships for College 
of Education students engaged in 
international exchanges.
INCREASE RESEARCH 
AND CREATIVITY through 
graduate research assistantships, 
undergraduate research support, 
endowed research faculty, college 
faculty research grants, and centers 
and institutes.
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Shelley Woodward dreamed of the 
moment Georgia Southern University 
would house an inclusive post-
secondary education (IPSE) program 
since early spring 2013. She says for 
years, it was all she could think about.
“I couldn’t stop talking about it,” she 
said. “My brain wouldn’t stop.”
A special education instructor and 
program coordinator for the Master of 
Arts in Teaching in Special Education 
degree, Woodward’s lifelong desire is to 
help those with disabilities to reach their 
full potential. An IPSE program would 
mean that students with mild intellectual 
and developmental disabilities could 
attend Georgia Southern as a student 
to earn a certificate that was custom-
tailored to their career goals.
The process of getting the College 
of Education’s IPSE program, EAGLE 
Academy, started wasn’t easy, but once 
all approvals were received to start the 
Academy, Woodward and Program 
Director Karen Phipps poured all their 
energy and time into making it happen. 
In just a year’s time, EAGLE Academy 
gained a space in the College of 
Education’s classroom building that it 
could call home. The program’s team 
worked out living arrangements for 
their students to reside on campus in 
Centennial Place Residence Hall. They 
Synovus Lends EAGLE 
Academy More Than Just 
Financial Assistance
Did you know?
There are approximately 700 
students who graduate from high 
school in Georgia each year that 
are eligible to participate in IPSE 
programs. There are currently eight 
IPSE programs in the state that are 
serving 107 students (in 2017). 
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secured enrollment in classes so that 
their students could receive credit for the 
courses they take versus auditing classes.
“There were times in which we 
thought the program wouldn’t even 
happen,” said Woodward.
One of those moments occurred only 
48 hours before the first two students 
were to arrive on campus to move into 
their dorm rooms.
“This may not happen,” Phipps said 
she recalls telling the students on the 
phone. “It may be January before we can 
have you start, but I am not giving up.”
The funding for an IPSE program 
relies on Comprehensive Transition 
Programs (CTP) status, a similar 
procedure to the accreditation process in 
higher education. An approved CTP will 
allow eligible students attending EAGLE 
Academy to receive federal financial aid. 
The CTP status for EAGLE Academy 
was not yet approved, and this meant 
that the Academy’s first students would 
have no opportunity for aid or funding.
When realizing that the necessary 
approval was not going to come back 
in time, Woodward and Phipps began 
trying to figure out how to raise enough 
funds to secure the students’ first 
semester on their own. Down to the last 
two days, they were still short on funds.
Synovus (formerly Sea Island Bank) 
Division CEO Darron Burnette said he 
knew immediately that the bank wanted 
to help.
“We had already been engaged 
recently with the College of Education 
in a program to highlight teachers, and 
this just sounded like a great extension 
of our relationship,” explained Burnette.  
“Fortunately, we have been part of the 
University for many years, and so when 
there’s a need, especially to help bring 
opportunity to motivated students 
who have a disability, it automatically 
touched my heart.”
With the funding from Synovus, the 
two EAGLE Academy students were 
able to enroll and complete their very 
first semester as Georgia Southern 
students. Synovus also partnered with 
EAGLE Academy to offer financial 
literacy and education to students 
enrolled in the program.
“I think it’s easy to just write a check 
sometimes, but to be engaged in the 
program — to see the students and 
get to know them on a one-on-one 
basis, I think will increase engagement 
and dedication to the program,” said 
Burnette. “I find that in any event that 
Synovus is involved in -- when you are 
engaged, you understand it and become 
passionate about it versus just making a 
donation to it.”
Chris Wiggins, relationship banker at 
Synovus, will serve as the lead instructor 
of the financial lessons while Burnette 
and Kim Brannen, senior vice president, 
will co-teach.
“I think financial management 
and knowledge is important for all 
college students because it is so easy 
to overspend or to not be responsible,” 
said Burnette. “It is one of those life 
skills that you will become more 
independent and more successful if you 
do understand how to manage your 
money.”
Synovus hosted their first, 
introductory lesson the in fall and 
plan to continue working with EAGLE 
Academy students in the future.
About EAGLE Academy
An inclusive post-secondary education 
(IPSE) program, the EAGLE Academy 
offers Equal Access to Gainful Learning 
and Employment (EAGLE) for those with 
mild intellectual and/or developmental 
disabilities. The Academy is currently a 
third and fourth year program, allowing 
students to transfer after completing an 
initial two-year IPSE program. Unique 
to most programs of their kind, Georgia 
Southern EAGLE Academy students 
are given a custom-built academic 
program based on their interests, giving 
the students the same opportunity that 
others on campus have to take courses 
for credit and work toward their career 
goals. Students also live on-campus, 
allowing them to become fully immersed 
in campus life and have easy access to 
all campus amenities. Finally, students 
enrolled in the program are also trained 
for employment through internships 
or paid jobs which are secured with the 
assistance of the Academy’s team.
EAGLE Academy accepts new 
students every fall semester. For more 
information or to apply, visit http://coe.
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/eagle-academy.
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The College of Education 
(COE) welcomed the Institute for 
Interdisciplinary STEM Education 
(i2STEMe) as a new outreach center for 
the College. Effective July 1, 2017, the 
Institute moved under the College’s 
organizational structure and relocated 
their administrative offices to the COE’s 
classroom building, room 3161.
The mission of i2STEMe is to provide 
professional development, engage in 
community outreach and seek external 
funding to promote STEM teaching and 
learning in both formal and informal 
educational settings. 
“The Institute serves as a liaison 
between Georgia Southern University, 
K-12 schools and business partners,” 
said i2STEMe Coordinator Kania Greer, 
Ed.D. “We can utilize the collaborative 
partners and resources of the University 
to help promote and connect the 
community and schools to the STEM 
development they need.”
The Institute hosts many 
annual events including summer 
camps, Science Olympiad and the 
annual Interdisciplinary STEM 
Teaching and Learning Conference. 
Individual opportunities for K-12 
STEM Experiences or professional 
development are scheduled year-round. 
Greer says that i2STEMe also strives 
to expand the teaching and learning 
process of STEM.
“When people think of STEM, they 
don’t think of education,” she explained. 
“However, it is our science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics teachers 
that will inspire students to pursue careers 
and interests in the STEM realm. If you 
don’t provide teachers with methodologies 
and opportunities to encourage student 
interests, then you are hindering the very 
foundation of knowledge in these areas.”
i2STEMe Joins 
College of Education
Institute hosts several opportunities for regional involvement
7GeorgiaSouthern.edu/COE
In 2017, the Ed.S. in School 
Psychology program at Georgia 
Southern University was awarded full-
approval/national recognition status 
from the National Association of School 
Psychologists (NASP), a recognition of 
the program’s demonstrated consistency 
with NASP standards.
Program Director Dawn Tysinger, 
Ph.D., said that she and the fellow 
school psychology faculty are “thrilled to 
be granted this prestigious seal of high 
quality training.”
“For our future graduate students, 
this means that they are assured that 
their education and experiences within 
the program meet the highest national 
standards,” explained Tysinger. “For our 
current graduate students, this means 
that they are automatically eligible 
for the Nationally Certified School 
Psychologist (NCSP) credential upon 
passing the Praxis II exam.”
“The NCSP is recognized across the 
country and eases the certification 
process in some states, Tysinger added. 
“Also, some states offer additional 
stipends for school psychologists who 
hold the NCSP credential.”
The NASP review process is an 
important indicator of quality graduate 
education in school psychology, 
comprehensive content and extensive 
and properly supervised field 
experiences and internships, as judged 
by trained national reviewers.
Currently, Georgia Southern is one 
of only three universities in the state of 
Georgia with NASP-approved school 
psychology programs and has the 
only specialist degree program in the 
state that is nationally-recognized and 
NASP-approved. Georgia Southern’s 
NASP accreditation will be in effect 
for seven years, the maximum period 
granted by NASP.
For more information about the Ed.S. 
in School Psychology program, visit 
http://coe.georgiasouthern.edu/espy.
School Psychology Program 
Receives NASP Approval
The Institute of Interdisciplinary STEM 
Education was founded in 2012 with 
the guidance of College of Education’s 
Robert Mayes, Ph.D., professor of 
STEM education. Together, Mayes, COE 
Associate Dean for Graduate Education 
and Research Tracy Linderholm, 
Ph.D., and Karin Scarpinato, a former 
associate dean of the College of Science 
and Mathematics (COSM), proposed 
a university-wide program to promote 
STEM education across campus with 
support from COE Dean Thomas Koballa, 
Ph.D., and upper administration. All 
colleges at the University participated in 
the development and implementation of 
i2STEMe.
The Institute is led by, Greer and 
Outreach Specialist Lisa Stueve, Ed.D. 
Mary Thaler joined the team as a senior 
administrative assistant this spring. 
For more information about i2STEMe 
events and how to get involved, visit 
http://coe.georgiasouthern.edu/stem.
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Undergraduates in three programs 
are piloting year-long student teaching 
experience.
When preparing students for their 
future careers in the classroom, field 
experience is vital to the understanding 
and knowledge that will lead to their 
success.
Georgia Southern University’s 
early childhood education, special 
education and dual certification 
(including early childhood and special 
education certifications) teacher 
candidates in the College of Education 
(COE) are piloting new approaches to 
student teaching that maximize their 
experiences and learning at partnering 
schools.
Year-long teaching is an approach 
that places a teacher candidate within 
the same partner school for both the 
first and second semesters of senior-
year field placements, often allowing 
them to work with the same clinical 
and University supervisor.
“Year-long placements are not only 
supported by research, but they are 
encouraged by the profession because 
they allow teacher candidates to be 
immersed in the school environment,  
which then enables better preparation 
for their own classrooms,” said 
dual certification program director, 
Catherine Howerter, Ph.D.
The dual certification program 
was the first to implement year-long 
internships with all teacher candidates 
starting in fall 2015 during their junior 
year within Bulloch County Schools 
and continuing a second year-long 
placement during the students’ senior 
year in Effingham County Schools. For 
dual certification majors, year-long 
internships are now a requirement.
At this time, early childhood education 
majors are given the option to pursue the 
year-long teaching experience or remain 
in traditional field placements, teaching 
in two different locations during their 
senior year. Early childhood education 
began these placements on a voluntary 
basis in fall 2016.
“It is the goal of the early childhood 
program to require year-long internships 
for all teacher candidates in the next 
few semesters,” said early childhood 
education program director Kathleen 
Crawford, Ed.D.
Since beginning this teaching 
experience both Howerter and Crawford 
say they have seen many benefits.
“Teacher candidates become an 
integral part of the school community 
and gain a stronger understanding of 
what a full school year entails,” said 
Howerter.
“They also build stronger relationships 
with supervisors, the P-5 learners, 
administration and other school 
personnel,” added Crawford. “These 
internships often serve as a recruiting 
tool for our school partners, offering our 
candidates jobs when they graduate.”
Blandford Elementary School (BES) 
Principal LaToya Jones added that these 
types of placements have been beneficial 
for the partnering schools as well.
“Our teachers who have the year-long 
teacher candidates in the classroom feel 
very blessed and thankful to have the 
opportunity to be clinical supervisors 
for these candidates,” Jones said. “They 
appreciate the teacher candidates being 
present during pre-planning allowing 
them to begin introductions and 
I N N O VAT E
Year-Long Field Placement 
Offers New Benefits 
To Student Teachers
Tech 
Tuesday
Did you know that the College of 
Education’s Instructional Resources Center 
(IRC) offers a video tutorial resource? 
Each week, on “Tech Tuesday,” IRC 
Director Daniel Rivera releases a video 
tutorial providing information about 
various technological opportunities. 
Tech Tuesdays has already featured 
tips and tricks on the many functions 
of Google’s Drive and Calendar 
applications as well as a mini-series on 
spreadsheets and formulas. 
In five minutes or less, the tutorials offer 
quick tips on websites and software used 
in everyday life. To view the current and 
past editions of Tech Tuesday, visit coe.
georgiasouthern.edu/irc/ or 
subscribe to the IRC’s youtube channel at 
www.youtube.com/GeorgiaSouthernIRC.
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learning about working together before 
the students get in the classroom. The 
teacher candidates serve as an additional 
instructional team member.”
Jones, a 2004 graduate of Georgia 
Southern’s early childhood education 
undergraduate program, knows from 
personal experience how well students 
completing the education programs at 
Georgia Southern are prepared. Year-long 
internships, however, allows her as an 
administrator to see if teacher candidates 
are a good fit for hire at her school.
“As principal, I am able to do more 
observations of the teacher candidates 
to see if there is a potential for hire,” 
she said. “This is definitely a plus for 
all administrators because you are able 
to get firsthand demonstration of the 
personality and teaching ability of the 
potential hire.”
Students participating in the pilot agree 
that year-long teaching is an asset to their 
future careers.
Senior dual certification major 
Veronika Snuggs said her experiences at 
Blandford Elementary have made her feel 
like part of the first grade team.
“My clinical supervisor has opened 
her classroom doors up to me and has 
allowed me to have a teacher role in her 
classroom alongside her,” Snuggs said. 
“It is hard for a student teacher to see 
how teachers build on content and help 
students strengthen their skills, but in 
a year-long placement, I have been able 
to see how lessons are formed by week, 
rather than just day-by-day, and how they 
relate to each other.”
Snuggs said she cannot imagine leaving 
the students that she has been working 
with so far — and she doesn’t have to. 
“I am so excited to be with them 
another semester,” she said.
Omar Franco (featured in story 
photos), a senior studying early 
childhood education, says his year-long 
placement at Nevils Elementary School 
has given him the opportunity to be a 
“real teacher.”
“You are able to see who your students 
are at the beginning of the year and 
experience their learning throughout 
the year,” he said. “As a teacher, the most 
rewarding part is watching the growth 
of your students and see how much they 
have progressed.”
Franco also emphasized that being 
entrenched in the school has allowed 
him to realize the need for flexibility in 
lesson plans and time in the classroom 
as well as learning the ability to adjust 
where necessary for students’ maximum 
learning benefit.
“The rewards and learning experience of 
this internship are incredible toward your 
future teaching career goals,” he added.
Sarah Nicole Wilson (featured in story 
photos), senior early childhood education 
major, said, “I chose to apply for the year-
long residency because there are obvious 
benefits.The residency gives pre-service 
teachers the opportunity to experience 
all aspects of being an educator before 
entering the field as a professional.”
“If you are an incoming student 
debating the year-long residency, do it,” 
Wilson added. “You will not regret it.”
The rewards and 
learning experience 
of this internship are 
incredible toward 
your future teaching 
career goals.
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FACULTY BENCHMARKS
While completing his undergraduate 
degree, counselor education faculty 
Richard Cleveland, Ph.D., worked as a 
campus officer to help pay for school. 
“I remember one of my first calls was 
a response of an elderly woman who fell 
down a flight of stairs and cracked her 
head open,” he recalled. “I was the first 
one on the scene.”
Cleveland said his first response was 
fear. He froze at the sight.
“It felt like forever, but looking back 
on police logs it was maybe a minute,” he 
explained. “But for me, I felt so ashamed 
— like I wasted so much time.”
Thinking back, Cleveland used this 
experience to explain how the body 
reacts in stressful situations.
“The more stressed we get, the more 
we lose fine motor skills,” he explained. 
“Firing a weapon safely and effectively 
requires a large amount of cognitive 
processing and fine motor skills.”
That is part of the basis of Cleveland’s 
new research. Receiving a seed grant 
from the College of Education (COE), 
Cleveland’s pilot project, “Mindfulness-
Based Tactical Instruction,” explores 
how mindfulness practices or attention 
to thoughts and feelings will help 
officers mitigate the psychological 
effects of high stress when engaged in 
tactical situations.
The project is a collaboration with 
the College’s counselor education 
program, Georgia Southern University’s 
Public Safety Department, Statesboro 
Police Department, Bulloch County 
Sheriff ’s Office, and the United States 
Pentagon Force Protection Agency. 
Also collaborating on the project 
is COE’s Jonathan Hilpert, Ph.D., 
associate professor in the Department of 
Curriculum, Foundations and Reading. 
Hilpert is contributing his expertise in 
data analysis. 
Currently participating in a national 
work group, Hilpert is looking at stress 
levels for students taking exams. This, 
Cleveland explained, is a great link to the 
mindfulness research he is completing, 
as they can use similar strategies and 
methodologies for students in high stress 
situations that they are using for the 
tactical practices for the officers.
“We are already thinking about how 
in the future to apply this to Georgia 
Educator Brings Federal-Level 
Training to Statesboro-Bulloch 
County Law Enforcement
Pentagon Force Protection Agency to assist 
with training, interested in research
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Southern students and, specifically, 
counselor education students as they are 
navigating intense counseling sessions 
and choosing their words and reactions,” 
said Cleveland.
The Training
How does it work?
The training includes pre- and 
post-tests with officers wearing a wrist 
sensor that takes several measurements 
including heart rate and electrodermal 
activity (EDA). EDA measures the 
involuntary changes in the electrical 
properties of the skin such as sweat 
glands, which are thought to be an 
effective measure of stress in the body.
The Pentagon Force Protection 
Agency’s involvement initially began 
through informal conversation about 
helping trainees manage stress. 
The Agency’s interest grew, however, 
as Cleveland’s project developed to 
include data looking at stress levels from 
EDA measurements, as currently federal 
trainings monitor stress primarily with 
the use of heart rate.
Tests are conducted in the Statesboro 
Police Department’s simulator, a fully-
interactive, computer-based training 
that can change based on participants’ 
reactions. Cleveland and Hilpert look 
for data such as proper response to a 
situation; how long it takes for the officer 
to draw their weapon; length of time 
to pull the trigger; how many shots are 
fired; whether the target is hit and how 
many times; and stress level throughout 
the exercise. This provides a baseline for 
officers prior to entering training.
After the baseline data, officers 
receive one or a combination 
of trainings including standard 
department training, stress inoculation 
and/or mindfulness training.
Stress inoculation includes a safety 
briefing and five-day field-range 
experience that expose officers to drills 
and live-fire scenarios that place stress 
on the mind and body.
“It’s exercise after exercise to help 
them draw their weapon out, discharge 
that weapon safely and effectively so that 
when they arrive at that moment they 
decide to use lethal force, however long 
it takes them to wade through the stress, 
then they can engage,” said Cleveland. 
“That’s the stress inoculation training.”
There is yelling, movement and 
introductions of safe malfunctions 
such as  misfires or jammed guns. Even 
though officers train for these situations, 
they often do not know how they 
will react until such incidents occur. 
Ensuring that they can react properly 
over and over again is vital.
“Think about the neurons in the brain,” 
explained Cleveland. “What gets fired, gets 
wired. Repetition trains the brain.”
Mindfulness training has officers 
practicing present moment awareness and 
how to attend to all the incoming stimuli 
they face in a high-stress situation.
“My hope,” Cleveland said, “is to give 
them tools to navigate that stressful 
environment, to use the best skills that 
they have for making decisions on safety 
for themselves and for everyone that 
they are serving and protecting. If they 
do have to use lethal force, that decision 
has been arrived at through all their 
cognitive abilities available rather than 
just a knee-jerk reaction.”
Cleveland says this training cannot 
teach officers how to avoid stress. No 
one can. It is about fielding that stress 
and returning to a state in which you 
can use all cognitive and fine motor 
abilities to make a decision and react.
“It doesn’t help the stress magically 
go away,” he said. “They can’t cheat the 
body. The hope is that the skills help 
them get back to functioning faster. It’s 
more streamlined because they know 
what to expect.”
Mindfulness training includes 
combat breathing which focuses on 
regular, measured breathing as oxygen 
deprivation and lack of blood flow can 
cause negative physical effects on the 
body. Other examples of mindfulness 
skills include present moment and 
non-judgmental awareness whereby 
officers can attend to a situation without 
jumping to conclusions or using 
preconceived notions or responses.
After officers participate in training, 
they complete a post-test in the 
simulator to compare with the original 
scores of their pre-test data. 
The pilot has 10 participants from the 
partnering law enforcement agencies 
that are training with Cleveland, Hilpert 
and trainers from the Pentagon Force 
Protection Agency who complete 
trainings similar to these annually for 
federal agents.
Materials from the training, including 
curriculum and protocols, will be shared 
so that local law enforcement can continue 
this type of training when possible.
“I want to see that the project 
can serve as a resource,” Cleveland 
said. “To be able to bring this type 
of training down to local, rural law 
enforcement is very rare.”
Training for Cleveland’s pilot project 
is ongoing during spring 2018.
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Faculty Awards, 
Honors and Promotions
The following College of Education faculty were 
promoted to the rank of Professor in fall 2017: 
Yasar Bodur, Ph.D., Dept. of Elementary 
and Special Education; Julie Garlen, Ed.D., 
Dept. of Elementary and Special Education; 
Jeff Tysinger, Ph.D., Dept. of Leadership, 
Technology and Human Development; and 
Meca Williams-Johnson, Ph.D., Dept. 
Curriculum, Foundations and Reading.
Charles Hodges, Ph.D., and alumna 
Rachel Harris (M.Ed. Counselor Education, 
‘16) were named the 2017 recipients of the 
National University Technology Network 
(NUTN) Research and Scholarship Award for 
their published article, “Using Google Tools for 
Online Coursework: Student Perceptions.”
Peggy Shannon-Baker, Ph.D., 
was appointed to the Mixed Methods 
International Research Association (MMIRA) 
Board of Directors. MMIRA aims to create 
an international community to promote 
interdisciplinary mixed methods research.
Alma Stevenson, Ph.D., was named a 
recipient of the 2017 Inspiring Leaders in STEM 
Award from INSIGHT Into Diversity magazine, 
honoring professionals from underrepresented 
groups who have made a difference in the 
fields of science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM).
Amanda Glaze, Ph.D., co-edited a book 
titled “Evolution Education in the American 
South.” The book features the cultural issues of 
the American South that make its relationship 
to evolution education unique, and it highlights 
the vast evolution research that is taking place 
in this region as well. 
Alisa Leckie, Ph.D., was elected to the 
Georgia Teachers of English to Speakers 
of Other Languages (GATESOL) Board and 
will serve as the regional liaison for several 
counties in southeast Georgia.
William Reynolds, Ed.D., served as 
editor for the book, “Forgotten Places: Critical 
Studies in Rural Education,” which critically 
investigates and informs the construction of 
the rural, rural identity and the understanding 
of the rural internationally. 
Sally Ann Brown, Ph.D., authored a book 
that details the use of technological skills to 
enhance literacy. “Digital Initiatives for Literacy 
Development in Elementary Classrooms: 
Emerging Research and Opportunities” features 
the latest research on the benefits of technology 
integration into classrooms to enhance learning 
experiences and includes topics such as 
cloud-based writing, digital graphics, digital 
photography, instructional design, multimodal 
literacy, poetry and social semiotics. 
Kymberly Harris, Ph.D., 
was invited to speak to education 
professionals in China twice in 2017 as 
an invited guest of the Haiden Institute 
for Special Education and the Research 
Center for Inclusive Education of Beijing 
Normal University.
Dan Calhoun, Ph.D., received Georgia 
Southern University’s 2017 First-Year Experience 
Outstanding Faculty Advocate award.
Karen Phipps, director of the College of 
Education’s EAGLE Academy, was named a 
recipient of the Deen Day Smith Service to 
Mankind Award, which honors Statesboro and 
Bulloch County citizens for their devotion to 
others and the community. 
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The Betty-Ware Wray staff 
award is given annually to a 
College of Education (COE) staff 
member who has excelled in his 
or her job performance as well 
as University service. During the 
College’s annual meeting in the 
fall, Initial Educator Preparation 
and Assessment (IEPA) senior 
administrative secretary, Carol 
Fox, was named the 2017-2018 
award recipient.
An employee of the 
undergraduate office since 2012, 
Fox provides support to IEPA 
activities such as the placement of 
all preservice teacher candidates 
and student teaching applications.
The Betty-Ware Wray staff 
award honors the memory of 
former COE Student Services 
staff member Betty-Ware Wray. 
Wray’s in-laws established the 
award to honor Wray and her 
legacy as a beloved member of 
the College family.
Fox Receives 2017 
COE Staff Award
The 2017 College of Education Seed Grants were awarded to the following faculty members: Richard Cleveland, Ph.D., Scott 
Beck, Ph.D., Alma Stevenson, Ph.D., Mete Akcaoglu, Ph.D., Antonio Gutierrez de Blume, Ph.D., Wendy 
Chambers, Ph.D., Sabrina Ross, Ph.D., and Chelda Smith-Condo, Ph.D. COE Seed Grants are awarded annually to 
allow the College’s faculty members to advance promising research projects.
Sabrina Ross, Ph.D., and Ming Fang He, 
Ph.D., received funding from Georgia Southern’s Faculty 
Research Committee (FRC) for a pilot study to explore the 
processes and outcomes associated with the development 
of a university sponsored professional learning community 
to foster social justice education in P-12 settings.
Missy Bennett, Ed.D. (now professor emerita), Heather Scott, 
Ed.D., and Yasar Bodur, Ph.D., received renewal of their Teacher 
Quality grant in 2017. They took teachers from partner schools in Emanuel 
County and other areas of Georgia to Sapelo Island for a weeklong 
summer course that enhances content knowledge and pedagogy of 
science teachers in the area of ecological inquiry and earth science.
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During Georgia Southern University’s 
annual convocation held in fall 2017, two 
of the six University-wide Awards for 
Excellence were captured by College of 
Education faculty members.
Wendy Chambers, Ph.D., was named 
a recipient of the 2017-2018 Award for 
Excellence in Contributions to Instruction, 
and Cordelia Zinskie, Ed.D., received an 
Award for Excellence in Service.
Professors in the Department of 
Curriculum, Foundations and Reading, 
both Chambers and Zinskie have been 
with the College for 24 years.
About Wendy Chambers
Chambers serves as a professor of 
developmental psychology for the 
College of Education. She teaches 
courses in areas including cognitive 
and language development; learning 
theories and applications; and theories of 
development. Chambers completed her 
master’s and doctorate in developmental 
psychology at the University of Florida.
Chambers has taught over 200 courses 
and roughly 6,000 students at Georgia 
Southern, from first-year to doctoral 
level. Her courses are known for being 
reading and writing intensive. She wrote 
and published a textbook for use in 
her Cognition and Language course, 
“Cognitive and Language Development: 
The Child’s Journey” (2013). 
“I have found that students appreciate 
being challenged to engage critically 
with content while developing their 
written communication skills,” said 
Chambers. “Successful educators are 
enthusiastic about the subject matter 
and committed to supporting each 
individual student,” she added.
Chambers has also been involved with 
course and curriculum development at 
all levels of the institution. She chaired 
the COE committee that developed the 
College’s pre-professional block (PPB) 
courses and worked with P-12 partners 
to successfully implement the courses 
in her role as the first PPB coordinator. 
She also served on the University First 
Year Experience (FYE) Task Force 
and assisted with development and 
implementation a university-wide 
FYE 1220 First-Year Seminar course, 
in addition to the Conversations with 
Professors program and the Early Alert 
system for first-year students who are 
not making satisfactory progress.
In recent years, Chambers has 
combined her interests in nature 
photography and effective instructional 
practices through her work in local 
elementary schools where she has 
been assisting classroom teachers with 
nature photography-related activities 
as a means to support learning in 
environmental science and technology 
as well as literacy skills. 
About Cordelia Zinskie
Zinskie joined Georgia Southern 
after serving as a research assistance 
specialist and instructor at Memphis 
State University where she earned a 
Doctor of Education in Foundations 
of Education with an emphasis in 
Research Methodology and Statistics. 
She served as chair of the Department of 
Curriculum, Foundations and Reading 
for seven years (2006-2013) before 
returning to the faculty.
“After returning to a full-time faculty 
role, I made the evaluation area of service 
a priority as I felt that this is where I 
could have the most immediate impact 
on my students, peers, institution and 
professional community,” said Zinskie.
Zinskie’s commitment to service can 
be seen by reviewing the leadership roles 
she takes in both the College and her 
professional community. She currently 
serves as the program coordinator 
for the new master’s in evaluation, 
assessment, research and learning 
degree program and a member of the 
College’s Curriculum Committee. She 
previously served as a member of the 
University’s Institutional Review Board 
and as chair of the College’s Technology 
and Instructional Resources Committee. 
Zinskie is also recognized for service 
beyond the institution in her roles as 
editor of the National Youth-At-Risk 
Journal and president of the Georgia 
Educational Research Association. 
She served as one of the 2016-2017 
co-chairs for the National Youth-At-
Risk Conference Savannah, the largest 
conference hosted by the University.
During her years in the College, 
Zinskie has used her expertise in research 
methods to mentor students at the Ed.S. 
and Ed.D. levels through service on their 
graduate research committees. She has 
chaired five dissertations and served as 
a committee member for 47 additional 
completed dissertations. Zinskie has also 
been a committee member for 100 Ed.S. 
students who completed field-based 
research projects.
“Service is my passion,” noted Zinskie. 
“It is my service commitments that 
keep me inspired and energized. Service 
allows me to use my disciplinary-specific 
expertise to make a difference at the 
institution and in my profession.”
Two COE Faculty Named University 
Excellence Award Recipients
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The Jack Miller Faculty Awards 
are given annually to recognize 
Georgia Southern University College 
of Education (COE) faculty for 
demonstrated excellence in areas of 
teaching, service and/or scholarship. 
Awards can be given in each area along 
with an additional Educator of the Year 
Award, which recognizes excellence in 
all three of the considered areas.
For the 2017-2018 academic year, 
four COE faculty members received 
Jack Miller Awards including (pictured 
l-r) Aslihan Unal, Ph.D., Amanda Wall, 
Ph.D., Michelle Reidel, Ph.D., and Julie 
Garlen, Ed.D.
Aslihan Unal, recipient of the 
Jack Miller Award for Teaching, is an 
assistant professor in the Department 
of Elementary and Special Education. 
Unal teaches graduate-level courses 
in the Curriculum And Instruction —
Accomplished Teaching master’s 
program. A member of the COE faculty 
since 2013, she previously served as an 
assistant professor at Usak University 
in Usak, Turkey. Unal earned a Ph.D. 
in elementary education from Florida 
State University. She also holds a 
master’s in elementary education 
from the University of Missouri and a 
bachelor’s in elementary education from 
Pamukkale University in Turkey.
Unal’s research interests include 
assessment of teaching and learning, 
technology in education, classroom 
management and parental involvement.
Amanda Wall received the Jack 
Miller Educator of the Year Award, 
recognizing her proven success in all 
award areas including teaching, service 
and scholarship. Wall is an assistant 
professor in the Department of Middle 
Grades and Secondary Education. She 
joined Georgia Southern in 2013 after 
completing her doctorate in teacher 
education at the University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro. Since 2014, 
Wall has served as the faculty advisor for 
the Collegiate Middle Level Association 
(CMLA). She is an active member 
in several professional organizations 
including: the American Classical 
League; American Educational Research 
Association; Association for Middle 
Level Education; Georgia Middle 
School Association; and the National 
Association of Professors of Middle 
Level Education.
Wall’s research interests include 
middle level education and adolescent 
literacy.
Michelle Reidel was named winner 
of the Jack Miller Award for Service. An 
associate professor in the Department 
of Middle Grades and Secondary 
Education, Reidel serves as the program 
coordinator for both the M.Ed. in 
Secondary Education and M.Ed. in 
Middle Grades Education degree 
programs. She joined Georgia Southern 
in 2006 after serving as an instructor 
at the University of Colorado-Boulder 
where she earned her doctorate in 
curriculum and instruction, specializing 
in social studies education. Reidel is 
also a previous winner of the Jack Miller 
Award for Teaching (2009). She serves 
as the coordinator of the Southeast 
Regional Social Studies Fair and is an 
active supporter of the Ferst Foundation 
for Childhood Literacy.
Reidel’s research interests include 
democratic education, social studies 
teacher education and the role of 
emotion in teaching and learning.
The Jack Miller Award for Scholarship 
and Creative Activity was awarded to 
Department of Elementary and Special 
Education’s Julie Garlen. Promoted 
to the rank of professor in fall, Garlen 
serves as the program coordinator of the 
M.A.T. in Early Childhood Education 
degree program. A Triple Eagle Alumna, 
Garlen earned a bachelor’s and master’s 
in history as well as a doctorate in 
curriculum studies from Georgia 
Southern. This is the third Jack Miller 
Award that Garlen has received, as she 
earned the award in the area of teaching 
in 2014 and the award for service in 
2012. She has also received a University 
Award for Excellence in Service (2013). 
Primary research interests for Garlen 
include early childhood education and 
cultural curriculum studies, including 
critical childhood studies and pop 
culture pedagogies.
Jack Miller Awards
Jack Miller was the former dean of 
the College of Education at Georgia 
Southern. He endowed the Jack Miller 
Faculty Awards in 1994 after leaving 
to accept the position of Dean of 
the College of Education at Florida 
State University. In September 2016, 
Miller retired from his position as the 
President of Central Connecticut State 
University. The awards are open to all 
full-time, tenure-track COE faculty who 
have completed at least three years of 
full-time service at the University.
Four Faculty Members Recognized 
for Jack Miller Awards
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In the fall, the College of Education 
partnered with Synovus (formerly Sea 
Island Bank) and Georgia Southern 
University athletics to celebrate educators 
with the “Here’s to Teachers” campaign. 
A “Synovus Teacher of the Game” 
was honored at each of the Eagle’s five 
home football games, with surprise 
announcements held at each school of the 
winning teacher.
Students nominated past or present 
teachers by submitting a written answer 
to the question, “How has this teacher 
made a difference in your life?” With 
more than 600 essays submitted, five 
teachers were selected including: Simone 
Lane (’97,’00,’05), William James Middle 
School; Jay McNeely (’04,’07,’09), Nevils 
Elementary School; Vanessa North, 
Bulloch Academy; Talmeshia Parker 
(’16), Statesboro High School; and 
Tammy Davis (’92), Langston Chapel 
Middle School.
All the winners were recognized 
individually on the video board and on 
social media, and then brought back to 
the teacher appreciation football game 
on Nov. 18, 2017, to be recognized 
“One More Time” by the Eagle Nation. 
Pictured above (l-r) are University 
President Jaimie Hebert, Parker, Davis, 
North, McNeely and COE Dean Thomas 
R. Koballa Jr. around the bust of the late 
Georgia Southern Football Coach Erk 
Russell. 
Lane was unable to attend the final 
home game and is pictured (on right) 
during her school’s recognition ceremony.
#Here’s To Teachers
Georgia Southern and Synovus recognize 
educators during football season
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The administration, faculty and staff of 
the College of Education proudly announce 
CONTINUING ACCREDITATION by the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 
(NCATE) for all of our initial and advanced 
teacher preparation programs.
A special thanks to our public school partners 
and colleagues, alumni, students and friends 
for supporting our state-of-the-art professional 
education programs.
Dawn Cartee (’90,’98,’03,’05) 
received the College of Education 
Alumni Award during Georgia 
Southern University’s biennial Alumni 
Awards luncheon in spring 2017.
“Suffice it to say, Dawn is a leader 
among educational leaders,” said 
Thomas R. Koballa Jr., Ph.D., dean 
of the College of Education. “Key to 
her leadership is her intellect, her 
ability to size up situations and make 
decisions, and her way of working 
with people.” 
Cartee served as the president 
of Ogeechee Technical College for 
nine years before being named the 
director of the University of Georgia 
Center for Continuing Education and 
Hotel in 2016. She oversees a 300,000 
square-foot facility that includes 
meeting rooms, auditoriums, offices, 
two restaurants, banquet services and 
a 200-room hotel. The Center hosts 
more than 1,700 events each year, 
drawing about 95,000 participants. She 
manages a staff of 400 and an annual 
budget of $23 million. 
Her accolades include being named 
Business Leader of the Year by the 
Statesboro-Bulloch Chamber of 
Commerce in 2011 and a Deen Day Smith 
Service to Mankind winner in 2010.
“Dawn is indeed a people person,” 
Koballa added. “People with whom she 
works recognize the value she places 
on integrity, trust, creativity, equity, 
and collaboration.”
Cartee earned a doctorate in 
educational administration, a specialist 
degree in educational leadership, a master 
in adult and vocational education and a  
bachelor’s in business administration, all 
from Georgia Southern.
Cartee Honored as College of 
Education Alumna of the Year
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Army Specialist Matthew Hunter Smith 
says he knew at a very young age that the 
military would be his “first calling.” 
“I saw 9/11,” Smith said, “and I saw my 
dad, who had been out [of the service] 
for probably 20 years and was over the 
legal age to go back in, try to re-enlist in 
the Georgia Guard so he could help.” 
That, Smith says, inspired him most 
of all to follow in his father’s footsteps. 
A chemical, biological, radiological 
and nuclear (CBRN) warfare specialist 
for the U.S. Army, Smith was trained 
on the reconnaissance team to detect 
any chemical and biological weapon 
the enemy may use against the United 
States. Part of his job during deployment 
has also been to train and assist other 
soldiers — from the U.S. and allied 
nations — in chemical defense and 
chemical warfare.
“I realized I really enjoyed teaching,” 
he explained. “I enjoyed helping to 
educate others.”
It was then that Smith began to 
realize his second calling. He started his 
academic career at Georgia Southern 
University as an engineering major in 
fall 2014. That spring (2015), Smith’s 
unit deployed to the Middle East. When 
he returned, he had made up his mind 
— time to change his major.
Now a middle grades education major 
entering his senior year, Smith says he 
knows he is on the right path thanks to 
his experience in the classroom.
“As I got into my placements, I 
realized that I loved middle schoolers,” 
he said. “They are a great age where 
you can develop them and guide them 
so much. They need a strong adult 
influence, and you can really make a 
lasting impact [on them].”
Smith chose history and science for 
his concentrations in the middle grades 
education program. 
“I love history,” he said. “It is, by far, 
my favorite subject. I can talk for days 
Student Veteran Finds Second 
Passion in the Classroom
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about anything history related.”
Smith is an active member of the 
campus community, serving as the 
secretary of the Student Veterans 
Association, an organization focused 
on assisting student veterans in their 
academic pursuits at the University. 
“Our main goal is to create an 
atmosphere of camaraderie, community 
service and activism to show Statesboro 
and Bulloch County that there are student 
veterans here at Georgia Southern, and we 
are here to help and get involved with the 
community,” explained Smith. 
On Veteran’s Day, Smith and 
members of the Student Veterans 
Association planned and participated in 
a 36-mile hike to Glennville Memorial 
Cemetery to assist the local boy scout 
troop with placing flags on grave sites 
to honor fallen soldiers. Called the 
“Ruck to Remember” by the student 
veterans, they completed the over 
60,000 steps in 10 hours.
“We wanted to march to show the 
community that we are here to assist,” 
Smith said. 
Now a reservist in the Army, Smith 
explained that his unit usually deploys 
every five years; however, members 
of the reserve can volunteer for 
deployment earlier. He turned down 
an opportunity to deploy in January, 
explaining that he wanted to complete 
his undergraduate degree first.
“I love teaching,” said Smith. “I want to 
stay reserve or guard where I can serve 
my country as a citizen soldier and still 
get to do what I love in the classroom.”
Smith is up for re-enlistment the 
month before he graduates in 2019.
“The plan is to re-enlist in the reserves 
and find a teaching job and, eventually, I 
would like to move out West,” he said. 
Smith says it may not be an 
elaborate plan, but it is one that he is 
sure will bring him a life of great joy 
and happiness.
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In 1992, the College of Education 
initiated the University’s first doctoral 
program, the Doctorate of Education, 
which was also the first doctorate to 
be offered by an institution located in 
south Georgia. 
In July 2017, alumni of the College’s 
doctoral programs reunited with a special 
recognition for the inaugural cohorts of 
the Ed.D. in Educational Administration 
(now Educational Leadership) and Ed.D. 
in Curriculum Studies programs. Pictured 
are seven of the original 16 students first 
accepted into the COE’s doctoral programs 
including (l-r) Brenda Shuman-Riley, 
Ed.D.; Cynthia LoMonaco, Ed.D.; Genie 
Fulcher, Ed.D.; Paul “Mac” Brinson, Ed.D.; 
Linda Wright, Ed.D.; Jody Woodrum, 
Ed.D.; and Lynn Futch, Ed.D.
Members of the inaugural cohorts that 
were unable to attend included: Troy 
Davis, Ed.D.; Rebecca Kelleher, Ed.D.; 
William Lacefield, Ed.D.; Linda McQuiag, 
Ed.D.; Enola Mosley, Ed.D.; Cheryl 
Reynolds, Ed.D; Mary Smith, Ed.D.; 
Robert Edward “Sonny” Waller, Ed.D.; and 
Kristen Young-Curran, Ed.D.
Honoring COE Alumni and 
Georgia Teachers of the Year
The College of Education (COE) at 
Georgia Southern University is known 
for its high-quality teacher preparation 
programs, and throughout the years, the 
College’s alumni have been recognized 
for various awards and accolades. 
COE alumni who have held the title 
of Georgia Teacher of the Year were 
recognized in an on-field presentation 
during the 2017 teacher appreciation 
football game Nov. 18, 2017. With 
more than 2,200 schools and more than 
114,000 teachers in the state of Georgia 
— being named a Georgia Teacher of the 
Year is a very prestigious honor.  
Five of the nine alumni teachers who 
have earned this title were recognized 
when the Eagles played South Alabama. 
Pictured during the presentation (l-r) 
are University President Jaimie Hebert, 
Alumnae Jellemah Coes, Amy Monroe 
Denty, Julie Lanier, Dr. Brenda Shuman-
Riley, Pam Williams and COE Dean 
Thomas R. Koballa Jr.
Alumni not pictured who have also 
received the title of Georgia Teacher 
of the Year include Molly P. Howard, 
Catherine Pittman, Chase Puckett and 
Pam Walker.
First Doctoral Students at Georgia Southern Recognized
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Before the kickoff of the Nov. 18, 2017, 
football game against South Alabama, 
the College of Education in conjunction 
with Georgia Southern Sports Properties 
hosted a tailgate for all alumni. This 
family-style tailgate included free food, 
giveaways, music, bounce houses and 
games for alumni and their families. 
“The tailgate was a fantastic success,” 
said College Dean Thomas Koballa Jr., 
Ph.D. “It was so wonderful to see our 
alumni engaging with each other and 
the College’s faculty and staff as well 
as enjoying the weather and all of the 
activities at the event. We hope our 
alumni will continue to be involved and 
come back to campus.”
The tailgate culminated with the 
football game honoring teachers 
with several on-field presentations 
recognizing Georgia Southern COE 
alumni. School personnel were offered 
discounted tickets to the game.
To ensure you are receiving information 
about our upcoming alumni events, 
please update your alumni profile at 
coe.GeorgiaSouthern.edu/survey.
COE Alumni Reunite at Tailgate
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Fall Doctorate of Education (Ed.D.) 
graduates take photos of a fellow 
graduate posing with Freedom, the 
University’s bald eagle mascot. 
College of Education 
students were presented 
to the Lord Mayor of 
Sheffield, Councillor Denise 
Fox, during a spring 2017 
international student 
teaching trip to England. 
Fox is the 120th Lord Mayor 
of Sheffield. The post of 
Lord Mayor is the highest 
ranking official in Sheffield 
apart from the Queen.
Counselor education 
graduates pose for a 
photo to celebrate recent 
completion of their 
degrees during a program 
graduation ceremony.
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Over 160 educators from across southeast Georgia gathered for a day of 
educational training and shared learning experiences during the COE’s 
second annual EdCamp event in April 2017. Pictured are Georgia Southern 
alumni who were in attendance. Look for information about the upcoming 
EdCamp event held each spring. 
During the College’s annual 
picnic, faculty and staff 
enjoyed games and lunch at 
the RAC Pavillion. 
Five students from the COE were 
recognized for special achievements 
and new College awards during Georgia 
Southern University’s Honors Day 
Convocation in spring 2017.
Pinning ceremonies 
are held for 
undergraduate 
cohorts before 
their graduation 
commencement. 
A middle grades 
education graduate 
is pictured laughing 
at a photo presented 
to the audience 
during his pinning. 
Jenkins County 
educational 
professionals visited the 
College’s Innovation 
Studio for professional 
development in 
instructional technology. 
The Innovation 
Studio hosts multiple 
development and training 
events, and groups 
can schedule private 
opportunities as well.
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Our very own COE Superhero, 
Meca Williams-Johnson, Ph.D., 
professor in the Department of 
Curriculum, Foundations and 
Reading, was selected as a 
representative for the University’s 
“Be a Hero” giving campaign for 
her dedicated financial support of 
future educators.
Graduate students are invited to participate in an 
annual research workshop during the summer to 
assist in preparing students for academic writing 
and research to be completed at the graduate level. 
Sessions are held on topics including APA style, 
literature reviews, research methods, program 
policies, the Institutional Research Board (IRB) 
process and how to publish and disseminate research.
During an early 
childhood education 
course taught by 
instructor April Newkirk, 
students hosted a “wax 
museum” exhibit with 
each student dressed 
as a historical character 
that when ‘brought to life’ 
would share interesting 
historical facts about the 
characters’ lives. 
Attendees at the Edumakers unconference, 
hosted by the College’s instructional technology 
faculty in October, received several giveaway 
items. Pictured are attendees who received free 
MicroBits.
Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) 
candidates Lindsay Snowden (second 
from left) and Molly Hopper (second 
from right) were selected to participate 
in a seven-week advanced research 
experience for teachers sponsored by 
the National Science Foundation.
The College’s annual Art Extravaganza 
invites regional art teachers to submit their 
best student artwork to be featured on 
exhibition in the COE’s classroom building for 
a year. The College hosts a ceremony each 
spring to acknowledge the student artists 
and teachers and serve as a opening to the 
exhibition for the students’ family and friends. 
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Celebrate your time as an Eagle by purchasing an engraved brick in 
Centennial Plaza on Georgia Southern University’s  Statesboro Campus. 
Located in between the College of Education and Information Technology 
Buildings, Centennial Plaza honors alumni, faculty and staff of the University. 
Your commemorative brick purchase for only $100 includes an engraved 
brick installed in the Plaza, a mini replica of the brick to keep as a memento, 
and a certificate of ownership suitable for framing.
The purchases are 100 percent tax deductible and support undergraduate 
and graduate scholarships. 
Leave Your Legacy on 
Georgia Southern’s Campus Forever
To place an order, visit 
coe.GeorgiaSouthern.edu/bricks 
Hurry! Bricks sales will be limited to 
the space available in the Plaza.  
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Join the esteemed network of Eagle Educators at GeorgiaSouthern.edu/coe
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION HIGHLIGHTS
C O E
 H O U S E S
OF ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS 
AT THE UNIVERSITY
D EG R E E S  C O N F E R R E D
 BY  C O E  I N  2 017
O V E R
L I V I N G  A LU M N I
ST U D E N T S  E N R O L L E D
FALL 2017 DATA
893
1,237
FALL 2017 DATA
 
D EG R E E  O P T I O N S  A N D  OV E R 
D EG R E E  P R O G R A M S  A N D 
E N D O R S E M E N T S /C E RT I F I CAT E S
